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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Fix an abelian group G. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A G-extension of R is a pair (A, #), where 
A is a separable R-algebra. 
A is projective of rank ( G ( as an R-module, 
4 : G 4 Aut,(A) is a given faithful action of G on A, and 
AC = R. (We identify R with its image in A.) 
The notion of G-extension coincides with that of Galois extension, in the 
sense of [l]. Using the obvious notion of isomorphism, the isomorphism 
classes of G-extensions of R form an abelian group T,(R), the so-called 
Harrison group [ 11. If G = Z/n& we denote T,(R) by simply T,(R). In 
this case G has a canonical generator (the coset of 1) and a G-extension of 
R can be described as a pair (A, a), where A is as above and a is the 
R-automorphism of A generating the action; a corresponds to i E Z/d!. 
For simplicity we will call a Z/&Z-extension of R an n-extension of R. 
Fix a prime number p. In this paper we calculate T,(R) for all R in 
which p is invertible. If R contains a primitive pth root of unity, then T,(R) 
is described by a short exact sequence (3.2) (this is essentially Kummer 
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theory); this sequence was proved in [S] (and earlier by L. Childs [ 111). 
T,(R) has also been determined for rings R containing a pth root of unity 
but possibly lacking l/p; p is only required not to divide zero [2]. (Com- 
pare also with [lo] and [12], and for Galois extensions with normal basis 
see [3] or [13].) 
We denote the group of units of a ring B by B”. If G is any abelian 
group, we set G[n] = {g E G ) ng = 0} to be the set of elements of G whose 
order divides n. Our description of T,(R) is in terms of more familiar 
objects. Let S = R[x]/(x”- ’ + ... + 1); then S is a f-extension of R with 
group Tr (Z/pZ)*. Our description of T,(R) is obtained essentially by 
Galois descent, as follows: We define an action of r on the Kummer 
sequence 
1 - S-‘/(Sx)pL T,(S) 5 Pic(S)[p] -+ 1, 
show that the functor ( )’ preserves exactness of this sequence, and show 
that T,(R) may be identified with T,(S)? 
For p= 3, ((S-Y/Sx)3)‘~ S-‘/R”. (Sx)3 and Pic(S)[plrg Pic(S)[3]/ 
Pic(R)[3]. This result sharpens the analysis of the second author [4] in 
case p = 3. 
2. BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS AND THE MAP inv 
For the rest of the article, we will assume that a prime number p has 
been fixed, and that R is a commutative ring with identity in which p is 
invertible. Given a p-extension (A, a) of R, we denote by [A, a] its 
isomorphism class in T,(R). With this notation, we have the following 
formulas in 7’,(R): 
CA,, a,lCA,, a*1 = [(A, OR~2)-“~‘, 010 11 (2.1) 
the identity of 7’,(R) is [R 0 R @ . . .O R, cyclic shift] (2.2) 
[A, a]” = [A, #J(k-‘)modq if k#Omodp (2.3) 
[A, a]-‘= [A, a-‘] (2.4) 
if i+j#Omodp 
if i+j=Omodp (2.5) 
7’,(R) = T,(R)[IPI> (2.6) 
i.e., every nontrivial element of 7’,(R) has order p. 
In fact, all of the statements above are true whether or not p is invertible 
in R. 
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Statement (2.1) is the definition of the operation in T,(R) [l]; (2.2) is an 
easy verification. To check (2.3), let B be the algebra of [A, cr]“. By (2.1), B 
is a subring of AQk, and [A, alk= [B, a], where CJ acts on B by 
cr @ id 0 . .@ id. Therefore, by (2. l), ak acts on B like c acting by 
(T @ 00 . . 0 r~. Then multiplication gives a map m: B + A, such that the 
diagram 
BAA 
commutes, inducing a Galois map [B, ok] -+ [A, 01, or equivalently, 
a Galois map m: [B, a] + [A, o(~-‘) modp]. From [l, 3.41, this is an 
isomorphism, proving (2.3). The next statement (2.4) is simply (2.3) with 
k = - 1. Statement (2.5) also follows from (2.3): if i+ j # 0 (and of course 
neither i nor j=O), then [A, a’][A, c’]= [A, a](‘-‘) [A, alcJ-‘)= 
[A, u]r-‘+/-‘= [A, a]‘+/!“= [A, ,,‘ili+/ 1. However if j= -i (mod p), then 
the result follows from (2.4). Also (2.6) is a result of (2.3). 
Let S= R[x]/(.x? ’ + .. + l), and let E be the class of x in S. If 
r= (Z/p) x, then S is a r-extension of R, which is in fact free of rank p - 1 
as an R-module. (If we denote the elements of r by yi, for i= 1, 2, . . ..p - 1, 
then the action of r on S is Y,(E) =E’.) The reader should note that S is 
separable over R because p is a unit. 
Let (A, a) be a p-extension of R. Then l/p Trace: A --) R splits the 
natural inclusion of R into A, and hence A = R@ E, where E is the sub- 
module of trace zero elements of A. Note that E is a projective R-module of 
rank p - 1. We can make E into an S-module as follows. If e E E, then 
Tr(e) = rsp- ‘(e) + .. + a(e) + e = 0; hence the action of S on E defined by 
s(e) = a(e) gives a well-defined S-module structure to E. When it is 
necessary to make a distinction, we denote this S-module by .E. 
Alternatively, if G = Z/pZ, then RG z R @ S, so that we get an induced 
decomposition of any projective rank one RG-module such as A; this is 
ArRQ.E. 
(2.7) LEMMA. The S-module .E is invertible. 
ProoJ We may assume R is local. Hence (A, a) has a normal basis 
{~?(a)1 0 < i <p - 1) [ 1,4.2c]. Let e = a - l/p Tr(a) be the projection of CI 
onto E; it is easy to see that {a’(e)lO< i<p - 2f generates E as an 
R-module. Hence (e} is an S-basis for E. 
This lemma also follows from the well-known (see [ 11) fact that any 
p-extension locally has a normal basis, hence is an invertible RG-module. 
Q.E.D. 
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The assignment [A, o] H ,E is a function inv: T,(R) + Pit(S). (Note 
that we abuse notation and let ,E denote both an invertible S-module and 
its isomorphism class in Pit(S).) 
(2.8) LEMMA. For every [A, cr] in 7’,,(R), inv([A, a]) E Pic(S)[p] and 
inv: T,(R) -+ Pic(S)[p] is a group homomorphism. 
Proof. The second statement implies the first, by (2.5). Let [A,, a,] 
and [A,, CT*] be in T,(R), with inv([A,, a,])= E,. If [A, a] is their 
product in T,(R), with inv( [A, a]) = E, we must show that E r E, OS E, 
as S-modules. Note that (E, a) = ((E, OR E2)01 o’52 , n1 $3 1) as R-modules 
with automorphism, i.e., as S-modules, by (2.1). The natural candidate for 
the desired isomorphism is the composition x : E = (E, OR E2)u1 oOz’ c 
E, 0 R E,-, E, 0 s El. Define an inverse /I to c( by the formula p(e, 0 s e,) = 
l/p Cf:-i &,(e,) OR a,‘(ez). The reader can check that fi is well-defined, 
maps to E, and is an inverse to r; hence x is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
The above is also an easy consequence of the well-known fact that the 
Picard invariant map is a homomorphism; see [14], for example. 
It is our task to compute the image and kernel of inv. 
3. THE COMPUTATION OF T,(S) 
The analysis of T,(R) is by a “descent” from the ring S, and so we are 
led to considering T,(S). Since S contains a pth root of unity, namely E, the 
computation of T,(S) follows easily from standard arguments of Kummer 
theory. In this section we recall the part of the theory which we need to 
compute T,(R) [S]. 
The map Sx + T,(S) sending s to [S[y]/(yp - s), a], where o(y) = EJJ, 
is a group homomorphism; (S x )” is the kernel, and we obtain an injection 
j: sx/(s”)p’ T,(S). 
Given [A, a] E Z”,,(S), consider P = {a E A 1 a(a) =&a}. P is an invertible 
S-module, and the map 7~ sending [A, a] to P is a homomorphism from 
T,(S) to Pit(S); by (2.6), the image lands inside Pic(S)[p]. Note that 
rc: 7’,(S) -+ Pick(S)[p] is onto, by considering for any P E Pic(S)[p] the 
S-algebra S 0 P 0 P2 0 ‘0 Pp - ’ (whose algebra structure is induced 
by tensor product and the given isomorphism of Pp and S), with 
automorphism CJ induced by o 1 p = multiplication by E. 
The basic result of Kummer theory in this context is the following. 
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(3.1) LEMMA. The sequence 
1 + Sx/(Sx )” -!-+ T,,(S) A Pk(S)[p] -, 1 (3.2) 
is exact. 
ProoJ It is clear that rcoj=O. Let [A, cr] E T,(S) with rc([A, 01) = 
Pr S, and let y be a global generator of P over S. Since A decomposes as 
an internal direct sum of “eigenspaces” Ai= {acA 1 D(a) = Eia>, and 
multiplication by y gives an isomorphism between A, and A,, , , each Ai is 
isomorphic to S and is globally generated by y’. Hence y generates A an 
S-algebra, with yp E S; therefore, [A, a] is in the image ofj. Q.E.D. 
It follows from the above lemma that if [A, a] E T,(S), then 
AzS@P@P~@..~@P~~~ as an S-module, where P=n([A,a]); the 
algebra structure on A is induced by tensor product and by a given 
isomorphism of Pp with S; in case P is free (with no particular generator 
chosen), every isomorphism Pp + S defines an element of Sx/(Sx )“. The 
automorphism g is induced from the requirement hat CJ ( p = multiplication 
by E. 
Recall that S is a r-extension of R, where r= { yi 1 i E (Z/p) x } g (H/p) x. 
r acts on S via yi(s) = si, and there is of course an induced action of r on 
T,(S), by the functoriality of T,(-). To describe this action, let us adopt the 
notation that if M is an S-module, then Mj denotes the S-module whose 
underlying abelian group is also M, but the action of S on Mj is given 
through the automorphism yi: for SES and mEMj, s.m = yi(s) m. Then 
the action of r on T,(S) is simply given by yi( [A, a]) = [A,, a]. 
We put actions of r on the two other terms of the exact sequence (3.2) 
so that the maps j and rc become r-maps. Of course, r acts naturally on 
these terms, but unfortunately these actions do not make j and 71 r-maps. 
Define new actions of r on Sx/(Sx)p and Pic(S)[p] by 
and 
y,?(smod (S”)P)=~,:l(~i)mod(S”)P for .sESX, 
yFP= (P@‘)i for PE Pic(S)[p]. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
It is readily checked that these are well-defined actions of r on S x /(S x )” 
and Pic(S)[p], respectively; we will refer to these actions as the *-actions 
0f r. 
(3.5) LEMMA. With the above action of r on T,(S), and the *-actions of 
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r on S x /( S x )” and on Pic( S)[ p], the maps j and II in the sequence (3.2) are 
r-maps. 
Proof Let sESX, representing an element S in S “/( S x )“. Let yi be in 
r; then j(yTS) =j(y,-(?) mod(S” )“) = [S[y]/(yp - yi’(s’), a(v) = sy]. We 
must compare this to y,(j($) = yi( [S[z]/(z” - s), t(z) = EZ]); since the 
operation of yi on T,(S) replaces ordinary multiplication by elements of S 
with the twisted multiplication, which we will denote by ., we have 
yi(j(~))=r~(C~C~ll(~p-y~~l(~)~~), ( ~=Y;~~~~~~I)=C~C~I/~~~-YY;‘~~~~, 
z(z) = Y;‘(E) z] = [S[x]/(xp - yi l(,si), z(x) = EX] (by setting x = zi) = 
j(y7.F). This proves that j is a f-map. 
To see that rt is a r-map, let [A, a] be in 7’,(S), with n([A, a]) = P; 
then, for y,~r, yTrc([A, a])= (P@I)~. We also have that A ES@ 
P @ P2 @ . . . GJ Pp-’ as an S-module, with G acting as multiplication by 
E’ on P’= P@‘I. Hence y,([A, a]) = [A,, 01, and A, is isomorphic to 
S, @ P, @ Pf @ . . @ Pp ~ ’ as an S-module; the action of CI on Pi is given by 
a(~) = sic! = y; ‘(~j) . cr, for M E P;. Hence for j = i, the action of g on Pj is 
given by a(a) = y;‘(e’) .CL = E ‘CC, so that rr( [A,, CT]) = Pf = (P@I)~; hence 
z(yi( [A, 01)) = y:~( [A, o]), proving that 71 is a r-map. Q.E.D. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. The sequence 
1 + (s~/(S~)P)*’ 2 Tp(S)rA Pic(S)[p]*r--+ 1 (3.7) 
is exact. 
Proof The application of (-)’ to the sequence (3.2) is left exact, so it 
suffices to show that H’(I’, Sx/(Sx)p)= (0). Since Sx/(Sx )” is p-torsion, 
this H’ is annihilated by p; since 1 rl =p - 1, it is also annihilated by p - 1. 
Hence H’ = (0) as desired. Q.E.D. 
This sequence will apply directly to the computation of T,(R); we will 
prove in the next section that in fact T,(R) is isomorphic to T,(S)‘. 
4. THE IDENTIFICATION OF T,(R) 
The inclusion of R into S induces a group homomorphism 
~0: T,(R) + T,(S) defined by cp( [A, 01) = [SO, A, 10 a]. 
(4.1) LEMMA. For any [A, a] E T,(R), cp( [A, 01) E T,(S)? 
Proof: Let y, be in I-. Then yi(~([A,o]))=yi([S@.A,l@o])= 
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[(SO, A)i, 1 @a] = [S,@, A, 1 go]. But S,r S as an S-algebra, the 
isomorphism being 7,: ‘; hence [SiOR A, loo] = [SO, A, lOg]= 
v(CA 01). Q.E.D. 
The above lemma gives us a natural map qSIR: T,,(R) + T,(S)’ 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. qSIR is an isomorphism. 
Proof: Let us first show that qSIR is injective. The kernel of qSIR is the 
set of isomorphism classes of pairs (A, 0) over R which become “trivial,” 
i.e., isomorphic to (SP, cyclic shift), after tensoring up to S. These 
isomorphism classes are classified by H’(T, Am, (Sp, cyclic shift)). 
Aut,(SP) is isomorphic to the symmetric group on the p indices; Aut, (SP, 
cyclic shift) is the group of permutations of the indices which commute 
with the cyclic shift. Such a permutation must in fact be a power of the 
cyclic shift, so Aut, (Sp, cyclic shift) is the cyclic group of order p 
generated by the cyclic shift. Since the order of r is p - 1, relatively prime 
to p, the H’ vanishes, proving that vSIR is injective. 
The surjectivity of qSIR uses a bit of descent theory. Let [A, a] be in 
T,(S)? Since raising to the power p - 1 is an isomorphism on T,(S)’ it 
suffices to show that [A, o]“--’ ~Im(cp,,,,). Note that [A, a]“- ’ = 
n yi( [A, a]), the product being taken in T,(S); let B= n yi( [A, CT]) = 
n [A,, a] denote this product. (In the above and in the rest of this proof, 
in all n and @ the index i ranges from 1 to p - 1.) From the definition of 
the product in T,,(S), B= [(@IAi)M, a@ id @ ... @ id], where M is the 
kernel of the multiplication map from nj (Z/pZ) to Z/p& and ni (Z/pZ) 
operates on 0; A, component-wise. We will also use B to denote the 
S-algebra (@iAi)M in what follows. 
We want to apply r-Galois descent theory to B. For this we require a 
family {tii} of R-automorphisms of B satisfying: 
$ilc/j= (l/i,(modp) (4.2.1) 
each $; commutes with the action of Z/pi? on B (4.2.2) 
$itsb) = Yits) $db) for all s E S and b E B. (4.2.3) 
These automorphisms are easily found. For each k relatively prime to p, 
and each pure tensor gi a, in B, define $k( ai a,) = ai akr, i.e., tik simply 
permutes the coordinates of the tensor: in position i is ski instead of ai. 
With this definition, $clk is a well-defined R-automorphism of B which 
obviously satisfies (4.2.1). Since, by the definition of B, o@id @ ... @id 
acts identically to id @ . . @ id @ 0 @ id @ . . . @id, (4.2.2) is also satisfied. 
To check (4.2.3), let b = 0, ui; then 
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= @ a$= @ SjI 
= y,(s). @ ii,, 
where cii = aI, 
if j#l 
r,(s) a, if j=l 
where iii = a9 
ui 
a,, 
= YiCs) lcli 0 a, =Yi(s) $ith). 
( > I 
Thus (&} 1s d escent data for B from S to R, and B is isomorphic to 
S OR B,, where B, is the subring of elements of B which are invariant 
under all of the tj,. Q.E.D. 
This descent argument is similar in spirit to the one in [6], but more 
general in some respects. Reference [6] deals with fields. 
Remark. The same proof can be used to prove the following: 
(4.2.4) PROPOSITION. Let G he an abelian group of order n, and let S be 
a I--Galois extension of R, with (I l-1, 1 G ( ) = 1. Then r operates naturally on 
TG( S) and the map qsIR : T,(R) -+ TG(S)r defined by extending scalars to S 
is an isomorphism. 
5. THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE MAP inv 
This section will be devoted to identifying the map inv: T,(R) -+ Pit(S). 
We require a lemma. Let [A, a] be in T,(R); since { 1, E, .s2, .. . . sPp2} is a 
basis for S over R, every element of S OR A can be uniquely written as 
C;~~~s~@a,, with aiE A. More useful to us is the following. 
(5.1) LEMMA. In the above situation, every element of S OR A can be 
uniquely written as Cr:,’ ci @ b,, with bi E A and cf:-,’ b, = 0. 
ProoJ: Since Cp:,’ .?@bi=Cf:z e’@ (b;-b,_,), if cpzk &‘Ob,= 
Cp:02 2 0 ai, we must have b, - 6, _ 1 = ai. With the additional condition 
that C bj = 0, we are led to solving the system 
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The coefficient matrix has determinant p, and so is invertible over A, 
allowing us to solve uniquely for the b’s. A simple calculation shows that 
in fact 
bi=a;-$(a,+...+ap~,) for O<i<p-2 
(5.2) 
h p-1= -J$,,+ . ..+a._,). (Q.E.D.) 
The main result of this section is: 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. The composition 
VPDR 
T,(R) - Tp(S)r X Pit(S) 
is the map inv. 
Proof: Let [A, a] be in T,(R). We must show that the following two 
S-modules are isomorphic: 
.E = ker {Trace : A -+ R}, with S-action defined by se = a(e) 
,P={x~S@~AI(~@l)x=(id@a)(x)}. 
Define a function f: E --+ S 0 R A by f(e) = Cf:O1 E -‘@ o’(e). Certainly f 
is an R-map; since 
P-1 p-1 
f(ce)= 1 c’@d(~e)= C E-‘Od+‘(e) 
t=O i=O 
p-1 
=E C c-‘@d+‘(e) =&f(e), 
( ,=O > 
f is also an S-map. In addition, f maps to P, since &f(e) =f(se) =f(a(e)) = 
(id 0 a)(f(e)). 
To see that f is bijective, we exhibit its inverse. By (5.1), every element of 
S OR A can be uniquely written as xpr,’ s’@ bi, with bi E A and 
C;~~b,=O.Defineg:S@~A + A by g(C;:; .s’@ bi) = l/p x?:; a’(b,); g 
is an R-map. Note that Cf:o’ si @ bi is in P if and only if a(bi) = bi-, for 
every i, the indices being taken mod p. If this is the case, then o’(b;) = b, 
for every i, and Trace( g(C;z,i 20 bi)) = c,?&’ a’( g(CFri CO bi)) = 
z/:i G’( l/pCpci a’(b,)) = CT:,’ d(b,) = C/‘:,’ b, -, = 0; hence g maps P to 
E. It is easy to check that as a map from P to E, g is an S-map. We claim 
that g is the inverse to f; this is a relatively straightforward check. If e E E, 
then g(f(e)) =g(Cp:i ~~‘63 a’(e)) = l/p Cr:i aP-‘(a’(e)) = e (here we use 
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that e has trace zero, so that C o’(e) = 0 as required for the formula for g). 
If cp:i E’ 0 bj is in P, then 
/(g(~~~&i~~j))=,(~~~~n’(hi))=i.(h,,) (since4bi)=h) 
P- 1 P-1 P-1 
= c &-‘@a’(bo)= 1 &‘@o-‘(bo)= 1 &‘@bi. 
i=O i=O ,=O 
Therefore g is the inverse tof, and E is S-isomorphic to P. Q.E.D. 
6. THE COMPUTATION OF T,(R) 
AS a corollary of (3.6), (4.2), and (5.3) we have our main theorem, 
which computes T,(R). 
(6.1) THEOREM. The sequence 
1 ---+ (Sx/(S” )p)*F* T,(R) --!% Pi&(S)[p]*r-, 1 
is exact. In particular, 
W,(R) = image(inv) = Pic(S)[p]*r, 
and 
P’,(R) = ker(inv) 2 (Sx/(Sx )P)*r, 
using the notation of the Introduction. 
If R contains a pth root of 1, so that xpp ’ + . . + x + 1 splits com- 
pletely over R, then S is isomorphic to RP- ’ as an R-algebra, with 
r acting as cyclic shift on S. Hence (sx/(sx)P)*T~RR/(RX)P, and 
Pic(S)[p]*Fg Pic(R)[p]. Therefore we have 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Zf R contains a pth root of 1, then there is an exact 
sequence 
1 -+ R”/(R”)P+ T,(R)+Pic(R)[p] -+ 1. 
This is of course the answer of Kummer theory; since we used Kummer 
theory in the analysis, it is rather circular to refer to (6.2) as a corollary. 
We include it more as a check of the theory than as an independent result. 
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In case p = 2, r is trivial, and S= R, so (6.1) simplifies to the exact 
sequence 
1 -+ R “/(Rx )* + T,(R) + Pic(R)[2] + 1 
which is a well-known result. We will present the p = 3 case in the next 
section. 
7. THE CASE p= 3 
In this final section we shall derive more precise results for the case p = 3 
and give some examples from number theory. Recall our result on T,(R), 
the group of p-extensions of R, in the case p = 3: there is an exact sequence 
(6.1) 
l- (Sx/(Sx)‘)*‘- T,(R) Inv Pic(S)[3]*‘- 1, 
where S= R[E], with s* + E + 1 =O, and f = { 1, y}, with Y(E) = e*. 
It is possible to compute the groups V,(R) % (Sx/(Sx )3)*r and 
W,(R) 2 Pic(S)[3]*r still more explicitly and eliminate r from their 
description. This is the content of the following two theorems. 
(7.1) THEOREM. V,(R)rS”/(R” .(Sx)3). 
(7.2) THEOREM. (a) The canonical map cp: Pic(R)[3] -+ Pic(S)[3] is 
injective and Im(cp)= Pick(S)[3]‘. (Note that we are taking the fixed 
elements under the ordinary operation of r, not the *-operation. 
(b) W,(R) z Pic(S)[3]/Pic(R)[3] = cokernef of cp. 
Proof of (7.1). We have V,(R)= { 5? ES~/(S~)~/~-‘( R 2)= R } = 
kerN,, whereN,:S”/(S”)3-+SX/(SX)3isdelined byN,(y)=j.y(y);N 
is the norm relative to r. (Here j denotes the coset of y E S” mod(S x )‘.) 
Since (rl =2 and Sx/(Sx)3 is 3-torsion, H’(T, Sx/(Sx)‘)=O. Hence 
ker(N,) =image(D,), where D,: Sx/(S”)3 -+ Sx/(Sx)3 is defined by 
DJj;)=j/ly(y). This induces the map D:S” +ker(N,)cS”/(S”)3 
(defined by D(y) = y/y(y)), with (S x )3 clearly in ker(D). Note also that 
Rx c ker(D), since y fixes all elements of R. Therefore D factors through a 
map rc: Sx/(R” . (S”)3) -+ ker(N,)= V,(R), and we claim that rc is an 
isomorphism. It is obviously surjective, since ker(N,) = image(D). 
To see that it is injective, assume that y E S x and D(y) = 1 in ker(N,), 
i.e., y/y(y) = t3 for some t in S”. Then t defines an element [t3] E 
H’(T, (S x )‘). Consider the exact sequence 
1 -+p3(S)+S” 3(SX)3+ 1 
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inducing 
H’(l-, S” ) -+ H’(f, (Sx )3) + H*(r, p3(S)). 
As above, H’(T, p,(S)) = 0 and 2H’(f, S” ) = 0; hence [t6] = 2[t’] = 0 in 
H’(T, (Sx )3), which means that t6 = u3/r(u3) for some UE S”. Therefore 
JJ*/,~( y’) = u3/y(u3); setting z = y */u3 we get z = y(z), implying z E R x. Hence 
~1’ E R x (S x )‘, implying also that y E R ’ (Sx )3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (7.2). (a) By Galois descent theory, the kernel H’(f, S” ) of 
the natural map Pit(R) + Pit(S) is 2-torsion. Hence ker(cp) = H’(T, S x ) n 
Pic(R)[3] =O. On the other hand, Pic(S)r/Pic(R) is embedded in 
H*(& S x ) by 17, p. 1161. But H*(T, S x ) is 2-torsion, hence every [P] E 
Pic(S)r [3] comes from an element [Q] in Pit(R). As seen above, [Q]’ 
must be 2-torsion, hence [Q]“E Pic(R)[3] is a preimage of [P]. 
(b) The nontrivial element y of r operates on the F,-vector space 
Pic(S)[3]. Since y2 = id, Pic(S)[3] is the direct sum of the (+ l)- 
eigenspace and the (- I)-eigenspace for y. By definition, the (- l)- 
eigenspace is W,(R). By (a), Pic(R)[3] is canonically isomorphic to the 
( + 1 )-eigenspace. Q.E.D. 
To conclude, let us give some examples from number theory. Denote by 
Cl(K) the Picard group of the ring of integers in the algebraic number field 
K. By [S] we have, for arbitrary square-free integes a, h, and ab E Z, 
Cl(Q(&, Ji;,, F Cl(Q(J;I)) x Cl@(&)) x Cl(Q)(&)), (7.3) 
up to 2-torsion. Take a = 2 mod 3 and 
and 3 splits into principal primes in a(&) 
S, be the integers in these two fields, 
respectively, and let R = R,[ l/3] and S = S,[ l/3] = R[E]. Then 
Pit(R) =Cl(&p(&)), Pit(S) = Cl(Qo(&, n)), and by (7.3) we get 
W,(R)rPic(S)[3]/Pic(R)[3]rCl(Q(J-3a))[3] 
By a theorem of Scholz [9, p. 1901, this latter group is either isomorphic 
to wQ(,:;;))I31 or Cl(gP(&))[3] x Z/32. This (almost) calculates 
W,(R). In any case it becomes a matter of browsing in tables to get 
examples with W,(R) nontrivial. To give two explicit cases: 
a = 79 =Cl(Q(~))[3] =Cl(Q(JK7))[3] 
= cl(a(J79))[33 (Scholz’s first case) 
r Z/32. (7.4) 
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a= 1901 *Cl(Q(JZi))[3] = Cl(Q(&m))[3] 
2 Cl(Q(&Fl))[3] x Z/32 (Scholz’s second case) 
s n/32 x n/32. 
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